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Multiobjective optimization of induction machines
including mixed variables and noise minimization

J. Le Besnerais,Student Member, IEEE, V. Lanfranchi, M. Hecquet, and P. Brochet,Member, IEEE

Abstract— Induction motors design requires making numerous
trade-offs, especially when including electromagnetic noise cri-
terion besides usual criteria like efficiency and cost. Moreover,
adding the noise objective significantly increases computational
time as it must be evaluated at variable speed in order to take
into account resonance effects. In that case, the application of
multi-objective optimization algorithms can be hard for their
computational cost as for the difficulty to interpret multi-
dimensional results in both design variables and objectives spaces.

This paper first describes a fast analytical model of a
variable-speed induction machine which calculates both motor
performances and sound power level of electromagnetic origin.
This model is then coupled to Non-dominating Sorting Genetic
Algorithm (NSGA-II) in order to perform global constrained
optimizations with respect to several objectives (e.g. noise level,
efficiency and material cost). As induction machine design in-
volves both continuous and discrete variables, a modified NSGA-
II algorithm handling mixed variables is detailed. Finally, some
optimization results are presented and analyzed by the aid of
several visualization tools.

Index Terms— Induction machine, magnetic noise, vibrations,
multi-objective optimization, genetic algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I NDUCTION machine optimal design is an issue which has
received much attention since the beginning of computer

science [1], [2], [3], [4]. However, dealing with the noise or
vibrations criterion in an optimization process is quite recent,
and the first work may be due to C. Hadj Amor [5] who studied
the trade-off between noise level and material cost.

Many other trade-offs have to be made during induction
machine design. For instance, a smaller air-gap is known
to improve the efficiency, but usually increases the sound
power level. In a same way, increasing stator height of yoke
to diameter ratiohs/Ds generally lowers the sound power
level [6], but it highers material cost, and with a given motor
size, it decreases the available output torque and highers rotor
temperature.

When dealing with several conflicting objectives, the use
of Pareto-optimality-based algorithms like the recently devel-
opped Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II)
[7] is particularly adapted to the industrial framework: they do
not lead to a single and definitive optimal solution, but to a
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large set of Pareto-optimal solutions, so a degree of freedom
is still available at the end of optimization process. Pareto
solutions are usually confronted with additional criteriaor
engineer know-how not included in models (e.g. thermal and
mechanical stress aspects).

This article first presents the electromagnetic, mechanical
and acoustic models used in order to compute variable-speed
performances and acoustic power of a three-phase squirrel-
cage induction machine. Then, NSGA-II method is described,
and some slight modifications of the algorithm are shown in
order to efficiently handle constrained and mixed variables
(such as rotor and stator teeth numbers, and the number of
pole pairsp). Some optimization results are finally detailed and
analyzed with visualization tools of multi-dimensional Pareto-
optimal solutions.

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC, MECHANICAL AND ACOUSTIC

MODELS

A. Electromagnetic model

Stator and rotor currents computation is based on a funda-
mental single phase equivalent circuit (SPEC).

Total magnetomotive forcef t
mm is computed using winding

functions (WF) [8] with linear rise in slots. They are not
expressed as Fourier series in order to lower computation times
and include all space harmonics. Permeance per unit areaΛ is
then computed and radial air-gap flux densityBg is obtained
as the product ofΛ andf t

mm [9]. Air-gap radial flux-density
shape has been validated with the FEM software FLUX2D
[10].

During variable-speed simulations, a torque/speed curve
is specified. Fundamental supply voltage and slip are then
calculated by iteratively solving the SPEC in order to reach
minimum output torque. Iron losses are modelled with a
Bertotti formula [11] fitted to experiments. Saturation effects
are considered computing a saturation factor [11]. However,
mechanical losses are neglected. Fundamental output torque
has been validated by tests and finite elements method (FEM)
[10].

B. Mechanical model (stator vibrations)

Neglecting tangential component of the Maxwell tensor
and magnetostrictive effect, the radial exciting pressurePM

which is supposed to be responsible for magnetic noise can
be approximated by

PM = B2

g/(2µ0) (1)
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Static deflectionsY s
mω of stator structure are first computed

from the 2D discrete Fourier transformPmω of PM [12], [6].
Dynamic deflectionsY d

mω are expressed as

Y d
mω = Y s

mω[
(

1 − f2/f2

m

)2

+ 4ξ2

mf2/f2

m]−1/2 (2)

where modal dampingξm is computed using an experimental
law established by [13], and natural frequenciesfm are com-
puted assimilating the stator as a 2D ring. Natural frequencies
computation has been validated with FEM [6].

C. Acoustic model (motor noise)

The sound powerWm(f) radiated by the vibrations of order
m and frequencyf is

Wm(f) =
1

2
Z0Scσm(f) < v2

mω > vmω = Y d
mωω (3)

whereZ0 is the air acoustic impedance,Sc the motor frame
area, andσm is the modal radiation factor. The sound power
level Lw(f) is obtained as

Lw(f) = 10 log
10

(

∑

m

Wm(f)/W0

)

, W0 = 10−12W

(4)
Total A-weighted sound power levelLwA is computed

summing sound powersLw(f) weighted with human ear
sensitivity at frequencyf . The acoustic model was favourably
compared to noise measurements made on a water-cooled
induction machine [14]. More details about this analytical
model can be found in [6].

III. O PTIMIZATION PROBLEM

Let be a vector of objective functions to minimizef =
(f1, ..., fM ) depending on a design variables vectorX =
(X1, ...,XD). The corresponding constrained optimization
problem can be written as

{

min f(X)
subject to G(X) ≤ 0

(5)

whereG is the inequality constraints vector.

A. Objective functions

As explained in [15], it is hard to define a relevant variable-
speed noise objective function. Two noise objective functions
are here considered simultaneously: maximum noise level
encountered during traction phase,LM

w , and average noise
level,Lm

w . Thus, a reduction of sound power level at resonance
and mean sound power is guaranteed. Two other objective
functions are studied: material costMc and efficiencyη,
the latter being maximized by minimizing1/η. These two
objectives are only evaluated at nominal speed.

B. Design variables

Electromagnetic, mechanical and acoustic models imply
more than 100 variables, but the most influential ones on the
target functions have been already identified using a sensitivity
analysis tool [10]. Design variables and their range of value
are listed in Table I.

TABLE I

DESIGN VARIABLES OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM.

Name Description Range
g air-gap width [0.9, 2.1] mm
Lr rotor stack length [186, 434] mm
wrs rotor slot opening width [2.1, 4.9] mm
Dsh rotor shaft diameter [60, 140] mm
Ls stator stack length [186, 434] mm
Ds stator core diameter [300, 700] mm
hs stator height of yoke [31.5, 73.5] mm
wss stator slot opening width [6, 14] mm
Zs stator teeth number Sd

1
= {12k; k ∈ [2..8]}

Zr rotor teeth number {2k; k ∈ [10..40]}
ns number of turns {kZ/6; k ≥ 1, Z ∈ Sd

1
, kZ/6 < 80}

Y coil pitch {k; 1 ≤ k ≤ Z/4, Z ∈ Sd
1
}

C. Constraints

The induction machine model has 20 geometrical inequality
constraints. Another constraint is that phase current level must
not reach more than 650 A at any speed.

IV. N ON-DOMINATED SORTING GENETIC ALGORITHM

A. Principle

NSGA-II is a recent multi-objective evolutionary algorithm
using an elitist approach [7], [16]. It relies on two main
notions: non-domination relation, and crowding distance.Non-
domination ranking is a way to sort individuals when consid-
ering more than one objective to minimize, whereas crowding
distance is a parameter ensuring that optimal solutions are
uniformly spread in objectives space.

B. Mixed variables handling

NSGA-II operators must be sightly modified to efficiently
handle mixed-integer multi-objective problems. Operators that
must be changed are crossover and mutation ones.

1) Discrete crossover operator:If a discrete variableXj

takes its values in a setSd
j , given two parentsX1 and X

2

such asX1

j = Sd
j (i1j ) andX2

j = Sd
j (i2j ), a random numberu

is taken in]0, 1[ and the indices

i3j = r
(

ui1j + (1 − u)i2j
)

i4j = r
(

(1 − u)i1j + ui2j
)

(6)

are generated,r being the rounding-off operator. This way,
two childrenX

3 andX
4 with discrete variableX3

j = Sd
j (i3j )

andX4

j = Sd
j (i4j ) are produced,i3j andi4j being both in range

[i1j , i
2

j ].
2) Discrete mutation operator:A discrete variableXj is

mutated replacing it by a randomly chosen element ofSd
j set.

C. Constraints handling

There are many ways to handle constraints in evolutionary
algorithms [17]. However, the easiest way to take them into
account in NSGA-II algorithm is to change the domination
order relation as suggested by their authors [7]. Individual j
is said to constrained-dominate individuali if:

1) j is feasible andi is not.
2) j and i are both infeasible butj has a smaller overall

constraint violation.
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3) j andi are both feasible andj ≻ i i.e. j dominatesi in
terms of objective functions.

A stochastic repair algorithm is used in order to fix individ-
uals which do not respect geometrical constraints (slight ran-
dom changes help maintaining diversification). A penalization
technique is employed for designs which are not able to fullfill
specified torque/speed curve. SPEC iterations failure is indeed
a constraint violation that cannot be easily quantified. In that
case, as slip and supply voltage evolutions with speed are not
known, computation of noise objective functions cannot be
done. Therefore,LM

w , Lm
w and1/η are set to a high value.

V. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

A. Spectral range and resolution

Variable frequency discretization step∆f0 must be chosen
in order to correctly take into account resonance phenomena.
As the structure dynamic response is modeled by a second
order filter (2), the minimum value of∆f0 can be sized
considering its 3 dB bandwith:

∆f0 < min
m

2ξmfm (7)

Experimentally,ξm ≥ 1% [13] and fm ≥ f2 ≥ 250 Hz, so
that condition (7) can be reasonably satisfied with∆f0 <5 Hz.
The optimization results presented in this paper are run with
40 different supply frequenciesf0 in the range [10 Hz,100
Hz], i.e. with ∆f0=2.25 Hz.

At each speed,p electric periods (i.e.p/f0 seconds) are
simulated, which nearly represents one rotor turn. Simulating
Nep electric periods, radial forces are computed until final
time pNe/f0, leading to the following spectral resolution:

∆f = f0/p/Ne (8)

Thus,∆f line spacing worsens with speed and the number of
simulated rotor turnsNe must be increased in order to have
an accurate estimation of the sound power level.

According to Shannon theorem, if each electric period
1/f0 is discretized withNt timesteps, the maximum spectrum
frequencyfmax is f0Nt/2. It must be higher than the most
important natural frequencies of the motor (order 2 and 4),
which are usually inferior to 3500 Hz:

fmax = f0Nt/2 > 3500 Hz (9)

Therefore, at low supply frequencies, timesteps number must
be increased in order to properly take into account resonances.

B. Computing time

Computing time therefore increases at low and high speeds.
However, motor performances and electromagnetic noise cal-
culation at a given speed takes aboutt1=1 s on a 2.13 GHz
laptop in off-load sinusoidal case. Evaluating variable-speed
objective functions takes about 50 s with 40 speeds. This time
is relatively low thanks to several tricks. Firstly, since present
work is limited to evenZr andZs, stator magnetomotive force
shape along the air-gap is symetric aroundπ, which divides
by two the number of angular points to consider.
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Fig. 1. Final population 2-D projections.

Secondly, calculations that do not change with motor speed
are computed once at the lowest speed and stored for the rest
of computations. Finally, only one rotor bar WF is computed
at t=0 s: its evolution with time is obtained with aωs(1−s)t/p
angle rotation, and other bar WFs with2π/Zr angle rotations.

VI. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

A population of P=50 individuals andG=100 genera-
tions, with crossover probabilitypc=0.9 and distribution index
µc=20, mutation probabilitypm=1/D and distribution index
µm=20, is here considered. NSGA-II initial population is
randomly generated in design variables bounds of Table I. The
fitnessfref of a given industrial designXref is computed.

The evolution of constraints violation during NSGA-II itera-
tions shows that, although all initial individuals are infeasible,
the algorithm finally converges to a fully feasible population
at generation 13.

In a multi-dimensional objectives space, the only way to
visualize Pareto-optimal solutions is to draw all their 3-D
or 2-D projections. Dealing with four objective results in
(

4

2

)

= 8 2-D projections (Fig. 1). The trade-off curve in plane
(LM

w , Lm
w ), which is nearly a line, shows that it is quite easy to

minimize both mean and average noise. The high convexity of
curve(1/η,Mc) suggests that the hardest trade-off to make is
maximizing efficiency and reducing material cost. Other trade-
off curves are less convex, and individuals are more scattered:
less noise does not definitely means less efficiency, and more
material cost. According to [5], a 3 dBA decrease can highten
material cost of 50%, whereas present simulations show thatit
would lead to a 20% cost increase in the worst case. However,
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in this work, noise is not only evaluated at nominal frequency
but in the whole speed range.

The industrial fitness is marked in all 2-D projections. None
individual simultaneaously improves all the objectivesfref :
the whole population improves its material cost, but degrades
its efficiency. It comes from the fact that one geometrical
constraint ofG imposes that new designs must not exceed the
industrial motor size. Therefore, all individuals have a smaller
stator radius and stator stack length. Moreover, as seen in Table
I, design variables bounds are quite large which declines the
probability to improve allfref components.
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Fig. 2. Design variables of best and worst individual considering Lm
w .

The influence of design variables on objective functions
can be drawn as in Fig. 2 forLm

w . A wide air-gap decreases
magnetic noise level, as well as small rotor and stator slots
opening, and a high height of yoke. However, the influence of
Ds is not as clear because it acts in opposite ways on dynamic
deflections, which are proportional toDs/hs, and radiation
efficiency, which is proportional toLs/Ds [18].
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m/M
w (left). Pareto front 2-D projection in plane ((1/η, Mc) when

improving a designXref (right).

Fig. 3 shows the influence of natural frequencies on noise:
the quietest individuals have the highest natural frequencies.
Stator natural frequencies are indeed proportional tohS/D2

s

[6]. Moreover, higher natural frequencies lead to resonances
in lower flux traction phase.

A new optimization is launched in order to improve the
industrial design. Constraintsf − fref ≤ 0 are added to
vectorG, and some other design variables coding the shapes
of stator and rotor slots are introduced. In that case, the
genetic algorithm only reaches a fully feasible populationafter
25 generations. As seen in Fig. 3, some designs improve
both material cost and efficiency objectives. This way, a 15%
decrease in maximum noise, with a 12% decrease in average
noise, a 1% increase in efficiency and a 10% decrease in
material cost can be reached.

VII. C ONCLUSION

A model of variable-speed induction machine performances
and electromagnetic noise radiation has been coupled to a
constrained multi-objective optimization method, NSGA-II.
Some of its operators have been modified in order to take
into account induction machine discrete variables. The opti-
mization algorithm has reached new motor designs improv-
ing all four objectives of an industrial design. These new
designs improve electromagnetic noise level by acting on
both electromagnetic exciting forces characterization (orders
and frequencies) and excited structure characterization (natural
frequencies, radiation efficiency).

Future work aims at including saturation harmonics in the
electromagnetic model, and building a prototype in order to
validate optimization results.
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